FIRST FLOOR
SOUTH ENTRANCE CLOSED UNTIL MARCH 2016

Coming from the south?
Use temporary “Fishbowl” Entrance

Coming from the north?
Use new North Entrance

Like us on Facebook
Follow us on Twitter
SECOND FLOOR
GRAND STAIRCASE CLOSED UNTIL MARCH 2016

A Stairways on north end now open for access to Lower Level and 1st Floor

B Elevators to all levels and stairway to tower floors (10th Floor closed)
The renovation website, renovation.library.nd.edu, has tools designed to help faculty, staff and students know how and when to navigate access to library spaces and services. There, viewers can also access the project vision, master building plan, schematics and news. Phases and Galleries sections will highlight before-and-after views, new floor plans and architectural renderings.

Join us throughout the Phase One renovation story. Viewers can follow the latest progress in the story of transformation through photos, webcams and time-lapse photography. Photo galleries and panoramic 360s of the current interior let you experience the space one last time—while before-and-after comparisons and architectural renderings reveal the transformative vision.
REN-ALERTS

While the library will maintain its current operating hours, Ren-Alerts will inform users of library construction work that affects library accessibility or causes disruptive activities and conditions. Although the noisiest and dirtiest work has been scheduled for times when the library sees the least traffic, users are encouraged to subscribe to email or RSS mobile alerts or to refer to the site for up-to-date postings.

MAPS

Site logistics and construction maps are also available online. They indicate which areas of the library are accessible during the course of the renovation, key dates and alternate traffic routes for users.
THE HESBURGH LIBRARY
RESTORING AN ICON: PHASE 1-B